Smog Indicted In Early Health Studies

By DON SCHLIEFF

There have been reports that smoke from coal-fired power plants is a major source of pollution in the city. However, new research suggests that smog may also be causing significant health problems in the area.
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Trash Fires Can Cost You

By DON SCHLIEFF

The city has implemented new regulations regarding the disposal of trash. Failing to follow these rules can result in significant fines.

Boy Shot; Doctors Fight For His Life

By DON SCHLIEFF

A young boy was shot and is currently undergoing medical treatment. The community is rallying around his family to support them during this difficult time.

Pappadelic Fire Halted As Too Big

By DON SCHLIEFF

A large fire in the Pappadelic area has been put out by firefighters. The cause is under investigation.
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CASTRO MEN, Rebels In Fierce Clash

By DON SCHLIEFF

The local newspaper is covering the ongoing conflict between two rival gangs in the area. The situation has escalated, and the community is seeking a peaceful resolution.

All Homes In Two Tracts To Have Fallout Shelters

By DON SCHLIEFF

The city is installing fallout shelters in two residential tracts as a precautionary measure against possible nuclear attacks.

GRASS FOR LITTLE LEAGUERS

By DON SCHLIEFF

The local baseball league is seeking donations of grass to be used for the playing fields. Contributions can be made to the league's office.